GLOBAL COMMUNICATION ACROSS NATIONAL BORDERS

CHANGES IN DIPLOMACY OVER THE AGES
In the past, the uppermost goal of classical diplomacy was simply to safeguard national interests with
farsightedness and skilful negotiation. In today's globalised information society, diplomacy has a broader
range of tasks to perform and the basic situation has also changed. Media pressure, new technologies
and political integration processes have given rise to alliances and dependencies of all kinds and created
complex fields of action. When a crisis arises, people expect diplomacy to respond immediately. Certainly,
diplomacy will continue to play a key role in the future.
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The power of economic policy
Multinational companies are also
important players where diplomacy is
concerned. Given their enormous economic power, international companies sometimes try to wield maximum influence on politics in a
host country in order to favour freer trade. In exchange,
they invest in facilities, provide jobs and inject technology and knowledge into the region concerned. Diplomacy with multinational companies is comparable to
diplomacy with governments.

In this context, diplomacy helps to ensure compliance
with laws, bilateral agreements and taxation regulations. Not least, it also involves negotiations with the
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Diplomats as transnational
communicators.

countries of origin of the multinationals.
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Constant threats from cyber space

Homage to technological progress

The Stuxnet virus announced in July 2010 was initially

As legend has it, some 2,500 years ago, a Greek herald
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importance of these issues. Representatives from the
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business community sat round the table with security
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ministers to negotiate the development of strategies to

broadcast to the world in real time from Mexico in 1968.

protect critical infrastructures. Now this is where dip-

In 1990 the World Wide Web was launched. At the turn of

lomats come in: who else would mediate and bring delegations representing the full range of civilian and mil-
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ical progress has dramatically reduced transmission

networking, a regional event can quickly take on inter-

time and expanded the group of recipients who can be

national dimensions. What constitutes cyber warfare

called at the click of a mouse.

116.1 million text messages (SMS and MMS). Technolog-

and when should cyber attacks elicit a military response? Diplomats are called upon to answer these
questions.
The end of confidentiality
A lone wolf has affronted diplomacy with Wikileaks.

Diplomacy has always used the
latest means of communication
and made maximum secrecy a
top priority.

Governments are outraged about the publication of se-
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cret documents. As so often, all these revelations were
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made possible by the interplay of several different fac-

Information security has been a top priority of this

tors. A computer was needed for accessing the docu-

progress, too. Scarcely any other industry needs such a

ments and the Internet was used for distributing the

decentralised organisational structure. The major mis-

documents to the general public. What remains is the

hap with Wikileaks was nonetheless impressive. There

certainty that privacy has become a thing of the past

were 2.5 million employees with access to confidential

since the shake-up caused by Wikileaks.

information; 280,000 of them were at the next higher
classified level of secrecy. So how can information
security be guaranteed?

Encryption as a guarantee for maximum security

Transformation of diplomacy

in digital diplomacy

 Diplomats are expected to be ever faster in responding

Encryption solutions can support communication in
different ways. The sending of information in highly
encrypted form is a huge benefit for diplomatic organisations. Crypto AG guarantees absolute confidentiality
and integrity. Sensitive information is inherently sent
encrypted and therefore automatically selected and
sent to a mailbox based on defined roles. A solution tai-

and taking action.
 Given the short timeframes involved, they are often
no longer able to consult with headquarters and have
no time to devise alternative strategies.
 This fast method of working increasingly circumvents
the formalities of traditional diplomacy.
 Complex issues quickly require experts to be brought

lored to diplomatic purposes provides ambassadors

in, e.g. lawyers, business experts or nuclear specialists.

with a further advantage: they do not have to print out

 As the number of delegates in a team increases, so too

any messages until there is a need to do so. This func-

do financial costs, causing administrative expenses to

tion prevents sensitive messages from being exposed to

rise and translation costs to skyrocket. Six official lan-

general view on a printer or fax machine.

guages are customary at the UN alone.
 An increasing number of independent states are

ple can be tempted to send it to a mailing list with thou-

becoming involved in the diplomatic process, with
about 70 states involved in the 20th century and as

sands of recipients and reap personal profits for doing

many as 200 in the 21st.

If sensitive information is available in digital form, peo-

so. The Wikileaks incident, where thousands of employees had access to politically charged information,

 Growing globalisation requires an international
approach to problems.

illustrates this temptation quite impressively. Encryption helps to enforce the security policy in cases of this
kind, too. Files of any format can be saved in encrypted
form. Where larger amounts of data are involved,
Crypto recommends the use of network share encryption. This approach involves the encryption of entire
storage media (or parts thereof). Crypto AG will develop and implement a solution tailored to the needs of
the diplomatic corps that can be operated autonomously by the customer. 
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